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PF PRODUCT LAUNCH

Fuzion Flooring
The Castello engineered hardwood 
collection is designed after places 
that stood the test of time with grace 
and elegance and is available in both 
classic and contemporary colors.

fuzionfl ooring.com

Carlisle Wide Plank Floors
Carlisle Wide Plank Floors now offers Winter Light 
in its Casual Collection 8-Inch Brushed White Oak, 
available in signature or heirloom grade. The floor’s 
medium white pigments washed over a brushed texture 
are designed to create visual interest as the stain holds 
deeper in the open grain, the company says. 

wideplankfl ooring.com

City Floor Supply
City Floor Supply recently launched Mike’s 
Discount Wood Warehouse. The new division’s 
high-quality prefinished solid hardwood floors 
are available at closeout prices and a variety 
of species, colors, grades and treatments, the 
company says.

mikesdiscountwoodwarehouse.com

DriTac Flooring Products LLC
DriTac 7200 Crush is a single-
component, premium “green” 

moisture control modified-silane 
polymer wood flooring adhesive. It 
offers unlimited subfloor moisture 

control with no testing required and 
a lifetime warranty for engineered 

wood flooring installations. It is easy 
to clean off the surface of hardwood 
flooring wet or dry and installs solid 
plank and more, the company says.

dritac.com 

Dust Hog Pro LLC
The Dust Hog is a dust-reducing vacuum 
attachment tool designed for use when 
mixing powdered materials on job sites. 
Insert the vacuum hose of most shop 
vacuums into the Dust Hog, hang it on the 
rim of the mixing container, turn on the 
vacuum and begin mixing, the company says. 
Its proprietary Vortex Suction Technology 
creates a high-velocity, circular air current 
throughout the mixing container.

dusthogpro.com

EBI Electric
The new EBI profile scanner measures any 
wood board dimension differences at the output 
of an end matcher or a planer. The EBI profile 
scanner ensures uniformity of each wood board 
and alerts of any misadjustment of the end 
matcher or planer according to tolerances. It 
can be combined with other EBI scanners.

ebielectric.com

Glitsa
Glitsa’s Infinity NxG is the 
next generation of the Glitsa 
Infinity waterborne line. Infinity 
NxG continues the durability 
of Infinity II, and its new 
formula features a lighter tone, 
excellent flow and leveling, 
powders well and is LEED v4.1-
compliant, the company says. 
It is easy to use and is available 
in gloss, semi-gloss, satin and 
matte sheens, the company 
adds.

glitsa.com
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